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K Introduction J

1 Digitisation of library archives brings huge amounts of data
which can be used in linguistic research.

1 Computational and corpus linguists are getting more and more
interested in historical linguistics bringing their methodology to
the field.

1 However digitisation is merely a first step in building historical
corpora. Computational tools and resources need to be extended
and adjusted to suit the specifics of historical languages.

1 The presentation focuses on NLP tools for 19th c. Polish,
however they were developed in close cooperation with
the Baroque Corpus of Polish team.
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K Historical text processing toolkit J

1 Small gold-standard training corpus,

1 Automatic transcriber,

1 Morphological analyser (based on Morfeusz 2 SGJP),

1 Anotatornia 2 – web-based system for manual annotation of
historical texts,

1 Morphosyntaic tagger.
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K The Corpus of 1830-1918 I J

1 Colleion of samples excerpted from Polish texts.

1 Consists of 1000 samples of ca. 1000 words each = over 1 million
words large.

1 Divided into five subcorpora of equal size representing: fiion,
essays, science and popular science, short newspaper articles, and
drama.

1 Evenly distributed between years: for every year and every
stylistic subcorpus there is at least one and at most four samples.

1 Represents all major Polish literary centres in all five stylistic
subcorpora, however a bias towards the capital city is significant
(nearly 40%) comparing to other major publishing centres: Lviv
(16%), Cracow (12%), Poznań (7%) and Vilnius (5%).
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K The Corpus of 1830-1918 II J

1 The corpus was colleed in one of the previous projes
condued at the University of Warsaw (2013-2017, head:
Magdalena Derwojedowa).

1 For manual anotation we excerpted 2944 shorter samples of
ca. 160 words each, which means that from each original sample
three smaller samples were excerpted for manual annotation.

1 The samples needed to be automatically transcribed and
preannotated.
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K Workflow scheme J
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K Workflow scheme J
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K Transcription J

1 Normalization concerns only spelling variants,
old infleional forms are not modified to adhere to
contemporary language.

1 Thus contemporary lexical data used in NLP tools needs to be
modified to catch the infleional phenomena.

1 It is not always clear how to draw a line between spelling and
infleional phenomena.
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K Transcription – example J

KOMISJA (between 1650 and 1918):
commsiey, commsyi, komja, komją, komję, komji, komsja,
komsya, komsyę, komsyi, komya, komyą, komye, komyę,
komyi, komyj, komyją, komyję, kommij, kommja, kommjów,
kommsii, kommsij, kommsją, kommsje, kommsjów, kommsya,
kommsyi, kommsyiey, kommyi.

In the process of transcription:

1 initial c was changed to k,

1 doubled s and m were changed to single,

1 letter j introduced instead of y or i.

1 archaic infleional endings left unchanged: komjej, komjów

and komją (in sg:acc.).
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K Modified Morfeusz analyser J
Diionary:

1 “Aged” Grammatical Diionary of Polish data — tagset
conversion and reconstruion of regular archaic forms (talenta,
ładnę, ładnemi, bogawy, Chińczykowie etc.),

1 Fortunately GDP contains the whole vocabulary of
Doroszewski’s diionary (1958-1969), the lexical database of
which dates back to the last quater of 18th.

Segmentation rules:

1 joint and disjoint spelling of nie particle,

1 joint spelling of various clitics: (-ć, -li, -że, -ż),

1 auxiliary enclitic BYĆ ‘to be’ much more mobile comparing to
contemporary Polish.

1 Only 1.72% of tokens in our corpus did not receive any
interpretation from the analyser.
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K Taggers J

1 Concraft:
C conditional random fields,
C resolves ambiguous segmentation (f-score: 95.85%),
C morphosyntaic disambiguation accuracy: 90.8%,
C slightly better guessing.

1 Toygger:
C recurrent neural networks (bi-LSTM) with word embeddings,
C performs only morphosyntaic disambiguation based on a given

segmentation,
C better disambiguation results (93.94%),

Both used simultaneously in automatically annotated corpora as
separate layers of annotation, which allows for a more detailed
qualitative evaluation of the taggers.
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K Anotatornia 2 J

1 Anotatornia 2 — web-based system aimed at manual
morphosyntaic annotation and verification of corpora.

1 Geared towards historical corpora:
C presents two parallel text forms: transliterated and transcribed
C preserves information about page number from the original

editions for every token.

http://zil.ipipan.waw.pl/Anotatornia2

http://zil.ipipan.waw.pl/Anotatornia2
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K Anotatornia 2: annotation mode AT+A J

The regular annotation process involves two human annotators
working on the same sample independently. Collisions between the
two annotators are resolved by the adjudicator.

Time and work saving alternative:

1 Each sample is annotated by only one human annotator.

1 The annotator’s work is confronted with an automatic tagger.

1 The collisions between human annotator and the tagger are
revised and resolved by another annotator (adjudicator).
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K Annotation results J

1 The annotators generated 14.27% confli rate with the tagger.

1 As expeed, large majority of the conflis were resolved in
favour of human annotators (87.22%) however a significant
number of human errors were also found and correed as the
remaining 12.78% have been either resolved in favour of the
tagger (6.69%) or changed to an alternative interpretation
provided by the adjudicator (6.09%).

1 As a result of the annotation process, 2944 samples were
annotated by one human annotator and tagger. The total
number of 625,000 tokens were annotated in the proje.
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K Corpora J

1 Manually annotated gold-standard subcorpus of 1830-1918
(0.6M),

1 Automatically annotated corpus of 1830-1918 (1.3M),

1 Automatically annotated corpus of 102 novels by Józef Ignacy
Kraszewski published before 1888, downloaded from
Wikisource.pl (8.2M).

http://korpus19.nlp.ipipan.waw.pl/

Wikisource.pl
http://korpus19.nlp.ipipan.waw.pl/
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K Conclusions J

1 We have built and tested a produion path from raw text data to
morphosyntaically annotated searchable corpus.

1 It was implemented in two projes concerning historical
corpora.

1 There is much more work to be done in the area. Chances are
that some other historical projes will receive financial support
and will reuse the technological path.

1 One way of improving the toolkit is to train a machine learning
system for automatic transcription as we now have the manually
prepared gold data.

1 The reported work was partially supported by a National Science
Centre, Poland grant DEC-2014/15/B/HS2/03119.
Title: A diachronic formal model of Polish infleion and its
implementation
Time span: August 2015 – February 2019
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K Transcription rules – example J

left
context match

right
context change to exceptions

1. .* ô̂ .* go –

2. ˆ naiw .* najw naiwn.*

3. T j T y mjr
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K Ambiguous segmentation J

Jan kiedyś pał wiersze.

Jan lubił, kiedyś pał wiersze.

(1) Jan
John

kiedyś
once

pisał
wrote

wiersze.
poems.

(2) Jan
John

lubił,
liked

kiedy
when

ś pisał
you wrote

wiersze.
poems.
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K Ambiguous segmentation J
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K Morfeusz J

......

kie
dy

kied
y

comp

.

kiedyś kiedyś
adv

.

ś
być

aglt:sg:sec:wok

Rysunek : Directed acyclic graph (DAG) analysis of the word kiedyś
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